Meet André

André
Driver
San Francisco, CA
5.0 Star Rating
with Lyft since January 2015
Spa on Wheels
Who Drives for Lyft?

78% drive fewer than 15 hours per week on average.

84% say they’ve given a ride to a neighbor.

60% schedule driving hours around a part- or full-time job.
What is Lyft?
Will You Own a Car in 10 Years?

Transportation is the #2 household expenditure.

46% of users avoid owning a car entirely because of Lyft.


NOTE: BLACK CARS REPRESENT LUXURY & CORPORATE SEDAN SERVICES

TOP 5 HOUSEHOLD SPENDING ITEMS INCLUDE (1) HOUSING, (2) TRANSPORTATION, (3) FOOD, (4) INSURANCE, AND (5) HEALTHCARE
Lyft is Driving Transportation Change

100,000 drivers doing 1,000,000 rides a week in 150 cities

Rides per Month

COMPANY CONFIDENTIAL
Friends with Boston Transit

1 in 3 rides in Boston being or end near a rail station

5 of 12 top searched destinations:
- South Station
- Davis Square
- Harvard Square
- Central Square
- Amtrak Station
Friends with Boston Transit

Lyft is used in >90% of underserved census tracts.

40% of rides begin in a QCT.
38% rides end in a QCT.

To be designated a Qualified Census Tract (QCT), a census tract must have 50% of its households with incomes below 60% of the Area Media Gross Income or have a poverty rate of >25%.
“MassDOT and the MBTA are committed to encouraging as many mobility options as possible. Ride-sharing provides our customers with an additional way to make connections between our public transit facilities and their destinations, and challenges all of us to embrace innovation and new ways of traveling.”

Stephanie Pollack
Secretary and CEO
Massachusetts Department of Transportation
Friends with Transit

Employers use Lyft to close the last-mile gap by subsidizing rides between local transit stops and the office, Monday-Friday.

Pickup or dropoff must be at the following locations... 

Lyft HQ
2300 Harrison Street
San Francisco, CA 94110
0.15 miles
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Choose the hours of the week that your Lyft credits will be available.

“Geofences” and “timeboxes” restrict when and where Lyft credits can be used.
Join Lyft in the Transportation Revolution

- Delivering a Five Star Customer Experience
- Leading Innovation in the Transportation Industry
- Creating Positive Social Impact
Questions?

referral code: FORREST7